
SHOP KIT

CHEERS SEQUIN PILLOW  |  SEWING

Featuring Coats Dual Duty XP®

This Cheers Sequin Pillow adds a bit of cheer to 
holiday decoratin. It’s ideal for New Years, but 
also Christmas or any celebration. Bring out the 
bubbly!

Supplies
• Coats Dual Duty XP® All-purpose Thread
• Coats® Transparent Thread
• 5⁄8 yd (57.15cm) natural linen, 60” (152.40cm) wide
• 21⁄2 yds (2.29m) gold sequin trim)
• 17⁄8 yds (1.72m) twisted gold piping
• 1⁄2 yd (45.72cm) lightweight fusible interfacing
• Water-soluble basting glue
• 16” (40.64cm) square pillow form)
• Zipper foot
• Removable marker
• Hand sewing needle

Technique: Sewing, Embellishing

Designed By: Linda Turner Griepentrog

Skill Level:  Intermediate

Crafting Time: Weekend

Finished size: 16” (40.64cm) square
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CHEERS SEQUIN PILLOW  |  SEWING

Cutting
From the natural linen, cut:
(1) square, 17” (43.18cm)
(2) rectangles, 161⁄2” x 12” (41.91cm x 30.48cm)

From the fusible interfacing, cut:
(1) square, 17” (43.18cm)

Embellishing
1. Fuse the interfacing square to the wrong side of the

linen square.
2. Using the removable marker, rough out the spacing

on the pillow front for the letters of “Cheers” using
a continuous line and cursive writing. Use a ruler as a
straight line base if desired.

3. Lay out the sequin trim and loosely pin in place over
the marked lines. Adjust as needed for a pleasing
effect.

4. Using the water-soluble glue, place small dots on the
back of the sequin trim, picking up a small area at
one time and returning it to the marked lines. Allow
to dry before handling.

5. Using transparent thread and a hand sewing needle,
sew the sequin trim to the pillow front. Sew across
the sequin thread about every 1⁄2” (1.27cm) to anchor.
Sew closer in areas of tight curves. Tuck the thread
between the sequins. At the end, extend the sequin
tail into the pillow seam allowance, and at the other
end, add an extra sequin that you actually sew over
(through the hole and over the edges) to anchor and
finish.

Note: If you prefer, sew the sequins on using the 
sewing machine and a zigzag stitch wide enough to 
sew over the sequins without puncturing them. This 
method shows more than the hand stitching method.

Seam allowances are 1⁄4” (.64cm).

Assembling the Pillow Front
1. Trim the embellished square to 161⁄2” (41.91cm)

square.
2. Starting on one edge (not a corner), baste the piping

in place around the pillow perimeter right side,
overlapping the beginning and endings and slanting
them into the seamline. Clip the piping flange at the
corners for turning. The cording should be placed
toward the pillow center and the flange to the
outside edges. Use a zipper foot to get reasonably
close to the cord.

Preparing the Backing
1. Press under a double 1⁄4” (.64cm) hem on the long

edges of both rectangles and stitch.
2. With right side up, overlap the hemmed edges to

form a 161⁄2” (41.91cm) square. Baste the overlap
edges together.

Assembling the Pillow
1. Place the pillow back and front right sides together,

matching the raw edges and pin securely.
2. With the previous piping basting line up, use the

zipper foot with the needle in the left hand position
(if your machine does this) and sew around the pillow
perimeter inside the previous stitching line, snugging
up to the piping as close as you can.

3. Turn the pillow right side out through the back
overlap.

Finishing the Pillow
1. Lightly press the edges, but avoid getting the iron on

the sequin trim as some sequins can melt.
2. Insert the pillow form through the back overlap,

being sure to push it all the way into the corners.
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